Text S1. Additional text about axonal behavior within tracks
Besides the practical applications of iMP for axon guidance, from a fundamental point of view, our study shed light on the behavior of axons in different conditions of confinement. We observed an affinity of axons for edges, particularly pronounced on µGro in which axons can interact with the attractive PLL on two perpendicular faces.
This behavior results in the formation, first of individual aligned axons, then of straight axonal bundles at latter stages. Axons on µGro tracks tend therefore to have more straight trajectories than those on µCP or iMP substrates. This might help axons to reach a larger length, especially on wide tracks. Indeed, a slight difference in L in favour of µGro versus µCP samples, which increases with track width, is observed (ESI Fig. S3 ). µGro also yielded the largest number of axons reaching the end of the track for large tracks (ESI Fig   S2b) . This alignment, however, is not associated with superior confinement into the tracks, as an axon aligned along a corner can escape with equal probability along the bottom surface or along the edge, since both are PLL-coated.
By contrast, axonal guidance by edges is regularly disrupted for iMP and µCP by escapements (rebounds) from edges. This observation suggests different mechanisms of interaction between the growth cone and the border of the guiding track, depending on the nature of the substrates. In the case of purely chemical constraint, i.e. µCP, axons with a high incident angle generally turn to become parallel to the track border, minimizing the angle from the original direction (ESI Fig. S4a ). They tend to follow the edge for several tens of microns before deviating from the edge. Bouncing and consequent oscillations are seen rarely, and only in narrower tracks (ESI Fig. S4b ). We expect that in such conditions, the absence of adhesive molecules prevents the thin and dynamic actin structures present at the front of the growth cone, the filopodia, to explore areas out of the track. The trajectory of the axons, which are guided by filopodia traction, 1 is thus deviated towards a direction closer to that of the border of the track. The fact that axons then continue along the track for a while, and do not often rebound, as could be expected due to the traction exerted by filipodia firmly attached on the surface of the track, is more surprising. This could be an effect of the accumulation of filipodia along the edge of the
